Most studies of U.S.-American foreign policy embrace the notion that the president is the sole force in devising policy, able to implement whatever ideas he or she wants. Politics, the saying goes, stops at the water’s edge, and the United States speaks with one voice to the rest of the world. As the specter of a Trump presidency is being discussed more seriously, some policy analysts worry that he would be able to determine U.S. international strategy without facing any constraints, even to the point of starting another world war. There are reasons for this: The president and the executive branch often possess privileged access to intelligence and are indeed more resistant to public and/or interest group pressure than the legislative branch, particularly in the second term. This has led to the rise of the literature of the “two presidencies,” which argues that because of the requirements of secrecy, timeliness, and information, presidents are more able to set the agenda in foreign than domestic policy and to move forward on it without congressional interference.

Indeed, many international relations (IR) theories suggest that the constraints on presidents and foreign policy lie mainly in the international system and in other countries. Realism argues that countries behave according to their relative power positions and the threats that other states pose to them. But realism also admits that for a better understanding of foreign policy, one has to look not only at these two components but also at the ability of leaders to extract and direct resources from their societies to foreign policy ends. It is this second aspect that *Sailing the Water’s Edge* analyzes. Rather than looking abroad to explain foreign policy decisions, Helen Milner and Dustin Tingley assess the conditions the president needs to attain resources to control foreign policy. To a great extent, the authors say, the president’s ability to obtain his desired foreign policy depends on negotiations with Congress, as well as public opinion and interest group support. This matters far more than mainstream IR literature recognizes: when the president endorses a crucial foreign policy vote, he is unsuccessful a third of the time in obtaining congressional approval. While the president can try to circumvent Congress, this shows that we cannot make sense of U.S. foreign policy without a keen understanding of domestic politics—a perspective the authors call “intermestic.” For example, the president may prefer one policy measure (say, sanctions or aid) but opt for another (e.g., drone strikes) because of this inability to obtain congressional approval for his first choice of action. These insights sit uncomfortably with talk of presidents’ “grand strategy.” After all, as Adam Gopnik recently pointed out in *The New Yorker*, “we talk solemnly about ‘his Presidency’ (so far), just as people in the Middle Ages talked about ‘his papacy’, . . . it means that we expect our presidents to shape the meaning of our times.” Something similar is true in the realm of international affairs, where a U.S. president’s world view is thought to shape the global agenda.

Yet Milner and Tingley show that since presidents tend to have more capability to shape the use of military and national intelligence instruments than other instruments, they may opt for military instruments of statecraft not because they believe it is best, but because it is the best option available given domestic constraints and because ideological divisions are relatively low. That, in turn, may explain the militarization of U.S. foreign policy, and the fact that the Department of Defense is today seen as more powerful than the State Department. More notable still, despite President Obama’s pledge that military force would not be his central foreign policy instrument, he will most likely be the first president in decades to have been at war every single day of his 8 years in office.
As the authors point out,

[Obama’s] inability to make use of foreign aid, trade, or immigration as instruments of foreign policy has left Obama with only military means to employ. And despite his desire not to use these types of instruments, as evidenced in his quote, he has been forced on many foreign policy issues to consider these instruments and often to employ them. There are numerous examples: the military surge in Afghanistan in 2009, the air support campaign in Libya in 2011, Obama’s desire to not intervene in Syria but the recent decision to bomb there, the bombing in Iraq and addition of U.S. troops to deal with the terrorist group ISIS in 2014, the drone attacks in Africa and the Middle East throughout his presidency, and even the sending of U.S. troops to deal with the Ebola crisis in Liberia in 2014. In addition, Obama has been able to implement sanctions in a number of cases, but especially on the Russians over the Ukrainian crisis in 2014. Our theory sheds light on why this tendency to use military and coercive policy was likely, despite the president’s preferences (p.256).

In the same way, the authors find that presidents have more difficulties articulating foreign policy strategies with a significant redistributive impact—such as trade agreements, immigration policy, or, to a lesser degree, aid policy. Allowing a greater amount of immigrants to enter the country will benefit groups well-endowed with capital and skills, while creating disadvantages for unskilled workers. The more concentrated the losses are in one group, the greater the political hurdles. That explains why ending the embargo against Cuba was so difficult (those who rejected it were concentrated in Florida), while maintaining the Iraq War was easier (the soldiers’ families were spread around the country).

Sailing the Water’s Edge is equally insightful when it comes to assessing the role of interest groups. Milner and Tingley argue that, when organized groups can obtain highly concentrated benefits or may have to pay highly concentrated costs, there will be fierce lobbying. Interest groups will also have an incentive to collect information and lobby Congress to overcome the executive’s informational advantages. These distributional battles make policy highly contested and polarize debate so that it is more costly for presidents to realize their desired policies.

In separate chapters, the authors assess the role of Congress, the bureaucracy, and public opinion. They thus provide an ideal handbook for all those actors as they design ways to influence foreign policy. The book will also be of great interest to foreign embassies who seek to influence decision-makers in Washington.

Sailing the Water’s Edge is an important contribution not only to the debate about U.S. foreign policy, but to foreign policy in general, for there is little reason to believe that the domestic factor matters less when seeking to analyze China’s, Germany’s, or Brazil’s foreign policy. While a growing number of scholars from around the world have begun to study the politics of foreign policy, it is often not done systematically. For example, few IR scholars have studied the domestic distributional consequences of, say, Brazil’s stance on trade, immigration, or providing aid. Rather, this topic is ceded to economists, who care little about foreign policy. Bringing foreign policy back into international political economy will be increasingly necessary to make sense of politics around the world.
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